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Objectifs

 Experiment a living lab:  

MEASURE – APPRAISE - MASTER

 Creation of tools promoting green and energy transition jobs

MEET– INTERVIEW

 Exchange, animations and training on energy thematic

APPROPRIATE - SENSITIZE - IMPULSE

PROJECT LENGTH : OCT 2012 – JUN 2015



Living labs



1. Expérimentation de laboratoires vivants 
 Research and development – CESI

 Main objective : Investigate into the users’ behaviours in different types of buildings dedicated to training and education (school, 

university, administrative building).

 « Mobile Living lab » composed of wireless sensors enabling data acquisition on:

 Uses (presence in a room, electric appliances utilisation, …)

 Environment characteristics (temperature, luminosity, …).



1. Living Labs
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 Software and hardware architecture

Wireless sensor network

1. Living labs
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1. Living labs

 Web site for managing and viewing datas.

Computer always on

 Cost / year = 63€

Computer in sleep

mode (14h/d)

 Cost / year = 24 €

Computer off 

(14h/s)

 Cost / year = 21 

€



Living labs

 Research work

 Study and development of multi-constraint optimization algorithms of sensors network infrastructures.

Modelling :

- Building

model

- Connectivity

model

- Cost model

Optimization:

Meta-heuristics

for

optimisating

Multi-

Objectives

Sensors datas

Environment datas

Optimal

solution

Optimization
parameters

Eveluation

criteria:

- Cost

- Connectivity

- Position

Building datas
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http://www.simplehomenet.com/proddetail.asp?prod=Wireless_ZigBee_Humidity_Temperature_Sensor_LCD
http://www.simplehomenet.com/proddetail.asp?prod=Wireless_ZigBee_Humidity_Temperature_Sensor_LCD


Data analysis example



Which device?
 What is the device connected to this plug?

 Clues: Why is it so regular? What is the maximal consumption in W?

File Prise PE6 06-12-15 - 0h - 0h.req (06 12 2014)



Which device?
 There are 3 types of devices connected to this plug in the kitchen. What are they?

 Clues 

Help with the consumption peaks to identify the device.

File Prise PE3 09-02-15 - 10h - 14h.req (09 02 2015)



What is the room exposure?
 What is the room exposure? Why?



How many time to warm 1 liter of water in a kettle?

 Warm 1 liter of water in a kettle connected to the smart plug. Measure the warming duration until boiling.

Check the consumption (in kWh) on the device site.

Would it be possible to calculate the results before doing the experiment?

 Calculate the warmin duration of 1 liter of water passing from 20°C to 100°C knowing:

 Water heat capacity = 4180 J/kg/°C.

 One Joule (J) = 1 Ws (Watt second).

 Find the kettle power in this kitchen.

 Calculation steps

 Find the warming quantity Q (in Joule) to give to the water, thanks to the Water heat capacity, the water mass to 

warm and the difference of temperature.

 The warming quantity is expressed un J or Ws (Watt second).

Deduce the warming duration for 1 liter of water.

 Currently, the kWh cost is 0,1440 €. How much would cost to make 1 liter of water warm twice a day during

one year.



How many time to warm 1 liter of 

water in a kettle?

Sources http://www.editions-

petiteelisabeth.fr/calculs_transfert_chaleur_6.php

http://www.editions-petiteelisabeth.fr/calculs_transfert_chaleur_6.php


Your analysis
Answers are in the next slides



Answer: Which device?
 What is the device connected to this plug?

 A fridge. Indeed a fridge regularly start to freeze and stop when it is done. Consumption max is around 70W.

 Day consumption: 0,24 kWh (see light blue curve)

 Cost a year: 12€61 (for a kWh price of 0,1440€)



Answer: Which device?
 There are 3 types of devices connected to this plug in the kitchen. What are they? 

 The light blue curve represents what EDF invoices us (0,1440€ a kWh). Calculate the cost for using each

device every day like this day during a year.



Answer: Which device?
 What is the cost for using each device like that each day during a year?

EDF rate : 0,1440 € a kWh

 Micro wave 2€10

 Coffee maker 3€20

 Kettle 4€20



Answer: What is the room exposure? 
 What is the room exposure? Why?

South exposure because warm peak are correlated to light peak.



Answer: How many time to warm 1 liter of water in a 

kettle?
 Calculate the warmin duration of 1 liter of water passing from 20°C to 100°

Warm quantity to give to the water:

Q = 4180 (Ceau)x 1 (kg) x (100-20) = 334 400 J = 334 400 Ws (that to say 0,093 kWh)

We know the kettle has a power of 2000 W

So warming time is = 334 400 (Ws) / 2000 (W) = 167,2 sec.

 Cost using twice a day during a year:

0,093(energy) x 2 (a day) x 365 (days) x 0,1440 (kWh cost) = 9€77

How to divide cost by 4 if we only take 2 cups a day?

put only 0,25 L in the kettle



EDF kWh rate
 EDF rate on january the 1st 2015

Sources https://particuliers.edf.com/offres-d-energie/electricite-

47378.html?gclid=Cj0KEQiA9eamBRDqvIz_qPbVteABEiQAnIBTEOA7Ec5TFQfMXo7ekq9a7NgKq

C5FONyuVPwJLs1fapgaAo078P8HAQ

https://particuliers.edf.com/offres-d-energie/electricite-47378.html?gclid=Cj0KEQiA9eamBRDqvIz_qPbVteABEiQAnIBTEOA7Ec5TFQfMXo7ekq9a7NgKqC5FONyuVPwJLs1fapgaAo078P8HAQ


Intelligent lighting management



Living labs

 Research work: ambient intelligence: energy conservation and light ambient optimisation keeping users

comfort. 

 Lighting management functions:

 Switch on / switch off

 Regulation according to the natural light

 Automation according to the room occupency

 Time programming

Individual lighting

General lighting

Piloted blind



Capteurs, micro-contrôleur, cartes de communication

24Wireless chip (Xbee)

Door opener Telerupters

RS232/Ethernet Shield Wifi

Occupency TemperatureLight

Arduino



Architecture du système
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Demonstration



Thank you


